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Abstract. In most past studies on Hub Location Problem (HLP), failure probability is
limited to a constant value; however, in reality, it depends on various factors including
natural disasters such as oods and earthquakes, commodity ow, institutional elements
(strikes), etc. This paper looks into the problem of the hub network design through a new
model. The problem is to maximize network reliability and minimize the total routing cost
simultaneously. In order to provide a more realistic model, the hub's failure probabilities
were considered as a function of the hub's incoming trac. Reserve hub elements were also
taken into account in the model with the aim of increasing network reliability. To solve
the model, a Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) was presented. The
parameters of the algorithm were tuned using Taguchi method. The proposed solution was
then carried out in a case study where the results con rmed the acceptable performance of
the model; moreover, sensitivity analysis was performed in order to describe the e ects of
critical parameters on objective functions.
©

2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The decisions about the location of hubs and the
allocation of demand nodes to hubs are strategic decisions that require heavy investments because a system
should be used in anticipation of many coming years
under these conditions [1]. The overall performance
of a network extremely depends on the proper performance of its underlying elements (hubs and arcs). The
failure of one element (hubs or arcs) may lead to the
network breakdown or poor service levels. Therefore,
the priority is to design networks with higher reliability.
Reliability is de ned as the probability that a facility
(hub and arcs) or a route performs its operations
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awlessly over a time period without failure, delay, or
congestion (e.g., transmitting ows over a time period
without failure, delay, or congestion) [2].
Kim and O'Kelly [2] considered the concept of
reliability in HLP for the rst time and presented a
reliable p-HLP that focuses on maximizing network
performance in terms of reliability by locating hubs
for delivering ows among city nodes. In their study,
the relationship between network performance and hub
facility location by using telecommunication networks
in the United States was explored. Davari et al. [3]
designed a single-allocation hub location so that the
reliability of the network could be maximized. Fazel
et al. [4] presented a new method for obtaining the
reliability of paths in a hub-and-spoke network and,
then, designed a single-allocation hub location by maximizing the weighted reliability of the network as its rst
objective and maximizing minimum reliability in the
network as its second objective. Aiming to achieve the
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minimum cost of the network establishment, Karimi
and Bashiri [5] provided a model that ensures the
reliability of paths that pass through one hub in not less
than a speci ed threshold value. However, their study
considered the reliability of arcs only for determining
the reliability of paths. Recently, Hamidi et al. [6]
developed a new type of reliability called \prevention
reliability" that makes the network reliable by adding
fake items to it.
One of the famous variants of HLP includes
hierarchical hub networks, among many other types of
networks. Yaman [7] is one of the rst researchers in
this eld. She considered the problem of designing a
three-level hub network with the following structure;
the central hubs were connected in a complete network at the top level, and the remaining hubs and
demand centers were connected to the central hubs
through star networks at the second and third levels,
respectively. Hence, a hierarchical network structure
was formed. Among recent examples in this area, one
can point to the study of Hamzaoui and Ben-Ayed [8]
that developed an e ective time-tabling program in a
hierarchical HLP of the parcel distribution network. A
star/star two-level HLP model for telecommunication
networks was developed by Yaman and Elloumi [9],
which minimized the longest path at the rst level and
routing cost at the second level. Meanwhile, two algorithms were developed for solving the models. Alumur
et al. [10] introduced a hierarchical multimodal HLP
for a Turkish cargo delivery network. They supposed
two transportation modes: a highway segment and an
airline segment at the levels of hierarchy structure.
Davari and Fazel [11] extended Yaman's model [7]
with fuzzy variables. The model was developed based
on credibility measures. Moreover, Fazel et al. [12]
developed two meta-heuristics for hierarchical HLP and
compared the results. The application of capacitated
hierarchical HLP model for public transportation between urban and rural areas was developed by Zhong et
al. [13]. The model was solved using a hybrid genetictabu search optimization algorithm. In addition, in
the case of healthcare systems, Smith et al. [14]
developed a hierarchical HLP model for the network
of laboratories, which are responsible for blood sample
collection for HIV/AIDS. They developed two mixed
integer programming models so that the total number
of laboratories could be minimized in the rst model
and the total travel time could be minimized in the
second model. The models were run in the real case
study in South Africa, and the results were compared
with the current situation. Sedehzadeh et al. [15]
applied both fuzzy modeling and meta-heuristics solution approach. The model seeks to minimize cost
and fuel consumption simultaneously by considering
various modes of transportation in a tree hierarchical HLP. It was assumed that the costs, capacities,

and speed of vehicles were uncertain and, therefore,
a fuzzy programming with triangular numbers was
developed for the model. Finally, the model was
solved with two multi-objective meta-heuristics (i.e.,
NSGA-II and Multi-Objective Imperialist Competitive
Algorithm (MOICA)).
Another extension was proposed by Korani and
Sahraeian [16]. They developed a hierarchical hub
covering problem where the nodes were assigned to
hubs based on cover radii. Li et al. [17] developed
a hierarchical HLP for passenger hub layout by considering both hub coverage and hub number of urban
agglomerations. They extended their work to a multiperiod model and solved the model using a variation
of adaptive clonal selection algorithm [18]. Moreover,
recently, Dukkanci and Kara [19] introduced a hierarchical multimodal hub covering problem, whereas the
upper level was con gured by ring structure instead of
star structure, which is used at middle and lower levels.
Therefore, the routing and scheduling constraints were
added to the model. The model was solved by subgradient based heuristics and implemented on the cargo
deliver application in Turkey as a case study.
On the other hand, Ryerson and Kim [20] established a hub hierarchy using machine learning techniques. Speci cally, they developed triple hub clustering indices and, then, applied the k-means clustering
method to data from the U.S. airline network. Karimi
et al. [21] proposed a capacitated hierarchical HLP
model, which is in fact the extension of previous capacitated models to hierarchical structure. Refreshment
operation at di erent levels of the hierarchical HLP is
another concept, which was introduced for perishable
items by Esmizadeh and Bashiri [22]. Da Costa
Fontes and Goncalves [23] presented a hierarchical
HLP model through the multi-allocation of sub-hubs.
They developed their work in the case of a liner
shipping network with deep/shallow sea operations. In
this work, the application of sub-hub linkages creates
alternative paths that allow multiple allocations. Mahmutogullari and Kara [24] introduced a bi-level model
for competitive hub location in the duopoly market
in which each player decides on the hub location; in
speci c terms, the medianoid model at the rst level
and centroid model at the second level were used to
reach the maximum amount of market share. Kim et
al. [25] developed a two-layered hierarchical network to
determine the hurricane evacuation routes to safe areas.
They developed a model that encapsulates four cases
of corridor line generation (with/without contra ow);
then, the models were solved using a rule-based multiagent simulation method. The model was applied for
Haeundae Beach, Busan, Korea to prevent Tsunami
disasters. Torkestani et al. [26] used a dynamic system
approach in a hierarchical HLP considering di erent
probabilities of disruption at each level and each time
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period of the model. The model was solved using
Monte Carlo simulation approach.
As shown earlier, in the previous works, the
failure has been either assumed constant or modeled
by a Bernoulli random variable, i.e., facility i fails
with probability pi . In reality, however, the failure
depends on various factors including natural disasters
and practical disruptions.
In the model proposed here, a hierarchical threelevel hub network is considered. At the top level,
the central hubs are connected within a complete
network. At the second level, the remaining hubs
are connected to central hubs within star networks.
Finally, at the third level, the demand centers are
connected to the hubs through star networks. In
this model, the probability of a hub facility failure is
considered to be dependent on both the commodity
ow and natural e ects. The dependency on the ow is
assumed to be linear; therefore, the probability of hub
failure is a continuous function that changes at di erent
levels. In order to increase the reliability of the total
network, for each central hub, back-up components are
provided. These backup components can replace the
faulty elements within each hub to prevent failure.
Based on the above descriptions, the remainder of
the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the proposed model as a bi-objective mathematical
programming model. Section 3 provides numerical
examples and analytical results; nally, Section 4
presents conclusions and future studies.

2. The proposed model



Major decisions in the model are made to determine
the following:




Parameters:










2.1. Assumptions and conditions











The network is considered at three levels;
The number of hubs and central hubs is assumed to
be p and p0 , respectively;
A single assignment scheme is allowed for the network;
The central hubs network is de ned with a full
connection;
The demand centers and the hubs are connected to
the central hubs through star networks;
The demand centers are connected to the hubs
through star networks;
Hub failures are assumed to be independent;
The hub failure depends on external elements and
on its entering ow;

The location of the hubs and the central hubs;
The trac in the network links;
The number of backup components at each hub.

De nitions and notations





The demands at the demand centers are not completely ful lled.

2.2. The major decisions

In this section, the model introduced by Yaman [7] is
considered as the reference model. In what follows, the
model is described in more detail.
The model is open to the following assumptions:
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I : The set of nodes;
H  I : The set of available locations for the hubs;
C  I : The set of available locations for the central
hubs;
dij : The routing cost of unit trac from node i 2 I
to node j 2 I (dij = dji ; dii = 0);
H : The discount factor for the routing cost from
the hubs to the central hubs;
C : The discount factor for the routing cost among
the central hubs;
p: The number of hubs that needs to be located and
opened;
p0 : The number of central hubs that needs to be
located and opened;
j : The probability of failure for hub j due to
external e ects;
M : A very large number;
fkB : The xed cost of one backup component B in
hub k;
Caj : The capacity of the j th hub.

Intermediate decision variables:







tim : The trac owing from node i 2 I to node
m 2 I;
Oj : The inward (outward) ow of hub j ;
Pj : The probability of ow-enforced failure for hub
j;
RRj : The probability that hub j does not fail;
F Rj : The failure probability for hub j ;
T Rj : The total failure probability for hub j , taking
into account the backup components.

Final decision variables


gjli : The trac of node i 2 I as the origin or
destination nodes, which ows between hub j 2 H
and the central hub l 2 C ;
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fkli : The trac of node i 2 I as an origin node,
which ows between the central hub k 2 C and the
central hub l 2 C nfkg;
 zijl : is equal to 1 if node i 2 I is assigned to hub
j 2 H and hub j is assigned to the central hub l 2 C ;
otherwise, it is equal to 0;
 xB
k : The number of backup components for hub k .


Now that the parameters and notations are introduced, the developed model is presented in the
following:
min

XX

i2I m2I

+
+

(tim + tmi )

XX

X

j 2H

X

X

l2C

X

i
C djl fjl +

i2I j 2H l2C nfj g

X

k2C

fkB xBk ; (1)

max minj (T Rj );
XX

j 2H l2C

X

m2H

j 2H l2C
l2C

8 i 2 I;

zjml  zlll

XX

X

8 i 2 I;

zijl = 1

zijl  zjjl

(2)
(3)

j 2 H nfig; l 2 C;

8 j 2 H;

l 2 C nfj g;

zjjl = p;

m2I nfj g

X

k2C nflg

(tim + tmi )(zijl

zmjl )

j 2 H; l 2 C nfj g;
X

flki

8 i 2 I;
Oj 

(7)

X

8 i 2 I;

k2C nflg

fkli =

X

m2I

tim

X

j 2H

(zijl

i2I l2C

0

gjli

XX

i2I k2C

zmjl )

(9)
M @1

X

l2C nfj g

8 j 2 H;
Oj 

(8)

l 2 C;

XX

(5)
(6)

zlll = p0 ;

gjli 

(4)

1

zjjl A

(10)
i
fjk

M (1 zjjj )

8 j 2 C; (11)



O Caj
Pj =1 min 1; max 0; j
Caj



8 j 2 H;

:

(12)

RRj = (1 Pj )(1 j )

8 j 2 H; (13)

FRj = (1 RRj )

8 j 2 H; (14)

TRj = 1 FRjxB +1



8 j 2 H; (15)

xB 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g;
zljl = 0

Zijl

i
H djl gjl

i2I j 2H l2C nfj g
XX

dij



8 j 2 H;

(16)
l 2 C nfj g;

(17)

gjli  0

8 i 2 I;

j 2 H; l 2 C;

(18)

fkli  0

8 i 2 I;

k 2 C; l 2 C nfj g;

(19)

tim  0

8 i 2 I;

m 2 I;

(20)

Oj ; Pj ; RRj ; F Rj ; TRj  0
zijl 2 f0; 1g

8 i 2 I;

8 j 2 H;

j 2 H; l 2 C:

(21)
(22)

In this model, the rst objective function (1)
illustrates the backup establishment cost plus the costs
of all the possible routing trac between the nodes,
including the trac between demand nodes and their
hub, between the hubs and their central hubs, and
among central hubs. In contrast, the second objective
function (2) maximizes the lowest level of network
reliability.
Constraint (3) guarantees that each demand node
is assigned to a hub or a central hub. Constraint (4)
states that if node i is assigned to hub j and central
hub l, then node j should be a hub assigned to the
central hub l. According to Constraint (5), if node
j is assigned to the central hub l, then Hub l must
be a central hub. Constraints (6) and (7) re ect the
xed number of hubs and central hubs to be opened,
i.e., p and p0 , respectively. The values of gjli in
terms of the assignment variables are determined by
Constraints (8) and (18). Constraint (9) balances the
ow between nodes in the hierarchy. The already
introduced constraints are approximately the same as
the ones used in the basic model. In the following, new
constraints are introduced.
Constraints (10) and (11) demonstrate the incoming ow in the j th and lth hubs, respectively.
Constraint (12) gives the probability of failure for the
lst hub in terms of its incoming ow. If the incoming
ow to this hub exceeds the maximum tolerable level,
this probability increases to 1 and the hub will fail.
This constraint can be converted into a set of linear
constraints by adding new variables, as shown in
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Eqs. (23) and (24):


O Caj
v = max 0; j
Caj

be rewritten as follows:


) v  OjCaCaj & v  0;
j
(23)

u = min(1; v) ) u  v & u  1:

X

n

TRj  1
X

t

an1 yjn
X

B =1
xkt

t

8 j 2 H;

ant xBjt + M (1 yjn )

8 k 2 C:

min

XX

i2I m2I

+

(24)

Constraint (13) gives the functioning probability of the
lth hub. Constraint (14) provides the probability of
total failure for the lst hub. Constraint (15) determines
the functioning probability of the lst hub considering
the backup elements. Constraints (16){(22) represent
integrality and non-negativity of variables. However,
it should be noted that the redundant Constraints (19)
could further strengthen the Linear Programming (LP)
relaxation.
The proposed model in this paper is a nonlinear
model. In order to reduce the nonlinearity of the model,
a heuristic with acceptable approximation is proposed.
For this reason, rst, the range [0; 1] is partitioned logarithmically into partitions indexed by n = 1; 2; :::; 10.
Each of these values contains four cases based on the
range of xBj . Consider the following new parameters:
ant
the approximate number of values that
falls in partition n with a power of t;
yjn
is equal to 1 if the approximate FRj
falls in the nth partition; otherwise, it
is equal to 0;
xjt
is equal to 1 if t backup facilities are
deployed in the j th hub; otherwise, it
is equal to 0.
Now, the following constraints can be added to the
model:

FRj 
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(25)

8 j 2 H; n;

(26)
(27)

Constraint (25) demonstrates the approximate value
of FRj . The value of yjn equals 1 only for one
value of n; otherwise, it is equal to 0; therefore, an1
corresponding to each FRj is obtained through this
constraint. Constraint (26) computes the approximate
value of TRj . Constraint (27) ensures that a certain
number of backup elements are assigned to each
central hub. Moreover, the objective function (1) can

+
+

(tim + tmi )

XX

X

j 2H

X

i2I j 2H l2C nfj g
XX

X

i2I j 2H l2C nfj g
X

k2C

dij

X

l2C

zijl

i
H djl gjl
i
C djl fjl

(t 1)fkB xBkt :

(28)

The bi-objective model has been solved using
"-constraint method [27]. To do so, the rst objective
function is restricted to the bounds (L), which are
de ned in the range of the worst (TCD ) to the best
(TCU ) values of this objective function considering
prede ned step size (r), as shown in Eq. (29):
Ln = TCD +

r

n

1

n = 0; 1; 2;    ; r

TCU

TCD

1:



(29)

Then, the model is converted into a single-objective
one by considering the rst objective function as a
constraint, as shown in Eq. (30):
XX

i2I m2I

+
+
+

(tim + tmi )

XX

X

j 2H

X

i2I j 2H l2C nfj g
XX

X

i2I j 2H l2C nfj g
X

k2C

dij

X

l2C

zijl

i
H djl gjl
i
C djl fjl

(t 1)fkB xBkt  Ln :

(30)

Meanwhile, the second objective function can be
simpli ed by considering:
max : TRm = min TRj ;
j

(31)

and adding a new set of constraints to the model, as
shown in Eq. (32):

TRj  TRm :

(32)

Solving this single-objective model in each
n = 0; 1; 2;    ; r 1 will generate the plot of Pareto
frontier, as shown in the next section.
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3. Numerical results
Now that the model is mathematically described, a
number of solutions are given for the proposed model.
For small-scale problems, the problem is solved via the
LINGO - CPLEX solver. As for the problems on larger
scales, the NSGA-II is used where Taguchi method is
applied to obtain the optimal parameters of the model.
In order to show the eciency of the proposed
solution, the problem is solved in low dimensions using
a CPLEX solver and, then, the results are compared
with those obtained by NAGA-II. Finally, the model is
veri ed by performing sensitivity analysis of the critical
parameters of the model.
The computational experiments are carried out on
a PC characterized by Windows 7, version 2012, and
Core-I 5, 2.5 GHz CPU with 4 Giga bytes of RAM.

as LINGO is impossible to achieve. Meanwhile, some
heuristics such as Benders' decomposition have been
examined. However, unfortunately, no results have
been achieved for large-scale problems and, thus, we
are forced to solve these problems with meta-heuristics
such as NSGA-II.
As a sample, Figure 1 depicts the hub and central
hub location assignments for ( C ; H ) = (1; 1), i.e., the
rst line of Table 1.
As observed in Figure 1, nodes 10, 14, 20, 7, and
11 are chosen as hubs, and node 10 is chosen as the
central hub. Notice that X and Y in Figure 1 are the

3.1. The case study

The case study considered in this paper is based
on a real-life postal network with 20 nodes, whose
data were reported by Ernest and Krishnamurthy [28].
Since there is no complete database available in the
literature, a random data generator is used for the
missing parameters. The failure probabilities due
to natural e ects are considered independently and
identically distributed over [0:2 0:3], according to a
uniform distribution. Moreover, the cost for each
substitute component is assumed to be random and
uniformly distributed over [15000; 20000].
In Table 1, the outputs of N = 20, p1 = 5 along
with di erent values of C and H are shown. Note
that in problems of larger dimension, global optimization with Operations Research (OR) applications such

Figure 1. The hub and central hub location assignments
for N = 20 and P1 = 5.

Table 1. The hubs and central hubs assignment for N = 20 and P1 = 5.
CPU time
Hubs
( C ; H ) P2 Central hubs
Objective 1 Objective 2
(GA)
(GA)
(GA)
(1,1)

1
3
4

10
10,15,14
10,15,14,11

10,14,20,7,11
13,11,15,14,10
11,15,14,10,13

6.52e+7
6.21e+7
6.01e+7

0.9985
.0.9985
.9985

15019
5201
4926

(0.9,0.9)

2
3
4

10,6
15,10,6
15,10,11,6

14,7,11,6,10
10,6,15,14,18
6,14,11,15,10

6.39e+7
6.01e+7
5.98e+7

0.9985
0.9985
0.9985

4914
5506
4929

(0.8,0.8)

2
3
4

15,10
19,14,15
14,19,15,10

14,6,10,15,11
15,11,14,10,19
6,10,15,19,14

6.26e+7
5.72e+7
5.65e+7

0.9985
0.9985
0.9985

4941
4980
4661

(0.9,0.8)

2
3
4

19,15
19,15,14
15,19,10,14

14,11,19,20,15
20,19,15,11,14
19,7,15,14,10

6.27e+7
6.12e+7
6.015e+7

0.9985
0.9985
0.9985

5245
4964
5582
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distances of locations from each other. Figure 2 further
shows the Pareto solution set for the studied problem.
The represented result is obtained by the "-constraint
method. The bounds of the rst objective function are
considered in the range [6:495 6:527]  107 with step
size 20,000, as shown in Table 2. The spacing metric
suggested by Schott [29] is also calculated in this table.
In Table 2, the rst and second columns represent
the optimal Pareto solutions obtained from solving the
model using "-constraint method. The third column
represents the relative distance measure between con-
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Table 3. Number of reserve elements for each hub.
No. of reserved elements Number of hub
4
3
4
3
4

10
14
20
7
11

secutive Pareto optimal solutions (di ), as shown in
Eq. (33):
di = min fZi
k2Ni

Zk g;

(33)

where Ni is a set of Pareto solutions close to the point
i, and Zi is the optimal objective vector at i.
The last row represents a spacing metric calculated based on Euclidean distance of di 's from the mean
through Eq. (34):
S=

Figure 2. The Pareto solution for N = 20 and P1 = 5.
Table 2. The results of running "-constraint method.
Cost (107 )
Reliability
d(%)
6.495
0.726
6.497
0.767
6.499
0.847
6.501
0.863
6.503
0.922
6.505
0.925
6.507
0.947
6.509
0.976
6.511
0.98
6.513
0.982
6.515
0.989
6.517
0.996
6.519
0.996
6.521
0.997
6.523
0.998
6.525
0.999
6.527
1
Spacing metric =

4.1
4.1
1.6
1.6
0.3
0.3
2.2
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.7
0
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.31244

v
u
n
u1 X
t

n i=1

di


d 2 ;

(34)

where n is the number of Pareto solutions, and d
represents the mean of distance measures.
In Figure 2, the reliability of the total network
changes in an acceptable range. In Table 3, the number
of backup (reserve) elements for the hubs is shown.
Moreover, in order to reach the maximum reliability,
the hubs should utilize the reserve elements.

3.2. Selecting related parameters for solving
the problem

Heuristic and Meta-Heuristic methods usually need to
appropriately set some parameters in their searching
process. These parameters should be set in a way
that the algorithm reaches the optimal solution in the
shortest possible time. The complexity of dicult
problems highly depends on the size of the problem.
In this paper, the size of the problem mainly depends
on a few parameters including the number of demand
nodes, the number of hubs, and the number of central
hubs. The experiments at three size levels: small,
moderate, and large. The values of the parameters
are randomly chosen according to the ranges given in
Table 4. At each level, 10{30 problems are considered
for parameter selection, and the four main parameters
involved in the solution are analyzed whose optimal
levels are obtained. In order to reduce the number of
experiments, Taguchi's method is carried out. Table 5
summarizes the network parameters and the NSGA-II
factors at each pre-de ned level.
Finally, each problem is named according to its
network parameters. For example, the problem in
which the network consists of 15 demand nodes, 7
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Table 4. Network parameters for the three complexity (size) levels.
Small
Moderate
Large
Number of demand nodes
5{7
7{15
15{25
The number of hubs
2{3
4{7
8{10
The number of central hubs
1{2
3{4
5{7
Table 5. The factors involved in the solution at each complexity level.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Population
30
45
60
0.3{0.7
0.5{0.5
0.3{0.7
Mutation rate-crossover rate
Iteration
500
2000
4000
Improvement rate
0.2
0.5
|
hubs, and 4 central hubs is named N15 H7 C5 P1,
where P denotes the problem number at its relevant
level.

In small-size problems, the linear model gives results
that are quite close to those of the nonlinear model.

3.3. Problem evaluations

In this section, the e ects of critical parameters on
the nal results are analyzed. Speci cally, the e ect
of the discount factor on the routing cost between the
hubs and the central hubs ( C ), the discount factor on
the routing cost between the central hubs ( H ), the
number of central hubs (p0 ), the constant cost of one
backup unit at the kth hub (fkB ), and the probability
of failure due to environmental e ects () are studied.
Figure 3 depicts how the objective function
changes with H and C , respectively. As shown
earlier, the cost function increases as the discount
factors increase. The comparison of the trends of the
curves in this gure indicates that the cost function is
more sensitive to H .
Figure 4 shows how the cost function changes with
the number of central hubs and fkB . As illustrated, the

As mentioned before, in order to evaluate the eciency
of the proposed algorithm, sample problems have
been solved using NSGA-II and Lingo 10. Table 6
summarizes the results of the rst objective. Note that
the reported results of the NSGA-II method illustrate
the minimum values over 5 repetitions. The results
indicate the proximity of NSGA-II results to Lingo
outputs with good and acceptable approximation. Although the size of the problem increases, the OR
applications fail to solve the problem.
According to the results summarized in Table 6,
the performance of the proposed algorithm can be evaluated very well. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate
the eciency of the approximate linear model, smallsized problems have been solved, as shown in Table 7.

3.4. Sensitivity analysis

Table 6. A comparison of the results of NSGA-II and Lingo.
The elapsed time
The problem The rst objective function
(sec)
(size)
NSGA-II
Lingo
GAP GA
Lingo

N10 H3 C1 P1
N10 H5 C1 P2
N10 H5 C2 P3
N15 H3 C1 P4
N15 H5 C2 P5
N15 H7 C3 P6
N15 H7 C4 P7
N20 H3 C1 P8
N20 H5 C2 P9
N20 H7 C2 P10
N20 H7 C3 P11
N20 H7 C4 P12

14903593
14639385
15286284
36919222
36329565
34878527
34667458
64634229
63698681
62250930
67587991
59149467

14902354
14617236
15262153
36400128
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

8.314e-5
0.0015
0.0016
0.0143
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

4517
4446
4870
4926
4953
5019
5169
5260
5290
5384
5688
5800

20
129
10542
65423
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Table 7. A comparison of the results of the linear model and those of the nonlinear model.
The problem The objective function
The elapsed time (sec)
(size)
Nonlinear
Linear
GAP Nonlinear
Linear
N5 H2 C1 P1
N5 H3 C1 P2
N7-H2-C1 P3
N7 H3 C1 P4
N10 H3 C1 P5
N10 H5 C1 P6
N10 H5 C2 P7

1.92e+6
1.66e+6
8.39e+6
8.16e+6
1.49e+7
1.46e+7
1.52e+7

1.99e+6
1.85e+6
8.58e+6
8.41e+6
1.68e+7
1.7e+7
1.74e+7

{0.0352
{0.1027
{0.0221
{0.0297
{0.113
{0.141
{0.126

129
20
4561
3936
4683
4086
10542

1
3
6
9
15
60
83

Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis of the cost function with respect to the discount factors.

Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of the cost function with respect to the number of central hubs and extra tools.
sum of all routing costs and costs of backup elements
decreases as the number of central hubs increases. This
ensures the positive role of applying central hubs in
decreasing the total cost. As the number of central
hubs increases in the network, the discount factors in
routing between the hubs become much more pro table
and, hence, the transportation costs reduce in the
network; while the cost of backup units increases, the
total cost also decreases.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the changes of the cost
function with respect to the probability of failure due
to environmental e ects (). As illustrated earlier, the
network reliability decreases as the hub failure proba-

bility increases due to environmental e ects, which is
reasonable because the total failure probability of the
hub is directly proportional to .

4. Conclusion
In the context of hub allocation, a hierarchical hub
location problem was introduced in this work as a
mixed integer programming model. It can be seen
that the p-hub median problem and the star p-hub
median problem are two special cases of the studied
problem. Speci cally, if the number of central hubs is
equal to that of hubs, then the problem turns into a p-

2018
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tions, while the model with robust conditions is closer
to real-world problems. Moreover, the model can be
extended to a game theory based model by considering
the realistic con icts of players.
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